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Sweater in Sandnes Alfa 

 

 
 

Sizes: 

(XS) S (M) L (XL). 

 

Measurements: 

Width: (88) 94 (100) 107 (113) 

cm. 

Length: (64) 65 (66) 68 (70) cm. 

Sleeves: 49 cm or desired 

length. 

 

Required yarn: 

Sadnnes Alfa colour 3051: 

(650) 700 (800) 850 (950) g. 

 

Knitting needles: 

Circular needle and double 

pointed needles 6 mm and 7 

mm. 

 

Tension: 

13 sts st st on needles 7 mm = 

10 cm. 

 

NOTE: The sweater is stretchy 

due to the rib at the sides. 

 

Front and back:  

Cast on and join (120) 128 (136) 

144 (152) sts on circular needle 

6 mm and work 4 cm rib:  

(XS) S (M): k1, *p2, k2*, 

repeat from *-*, p2, k1. Place a 

marker where the round starts 

and at the middle of the round 

(the markers are between 2 

knitted sts).  

Change to circular needle 7 mm 

and work rib across 30 sts in 

both sides: k1, p2, *k2, p2*, 

repeat from *-* a total of 3 

times. Work st st to 15 sts before 

next marker, *p2, k2*, repeat 

from *-* a total of 7 times, p2. 

Work st st to 15 sts remain, p2, 

*k2, p2*, repeat from *-* a total 

of 3 times, k1. 

Sizes L (XL): p1, *k2, p2*, 

repeat from *-*, k2, p1. Place a 

marker where the round starts 

and at the middle of the round 

(the markers are between 2 

purled sts).  

Change to circular needle 7 mm 

and work rib across 34 sts in 

both sides: p1, *k2, p2*, repeat 

from *-* a total of 4 times, work 

st st to 17 sts before next 

marker, p2, *k2, p2*, repeat 

from *-* a total of 8 times. Work 

st st to 17 sts remain, *p2, k2*, 

repeat from *-* a total of 4 

times, p1.  

All sizes: work as per the 

pattern. When work measures 

(43) 43 (43) 44 (45) cm, cast off 

6 sts in both sides (= 3 sts on 

each side of the markers).  

Finish each part separately. 

 

Back:  

= (54) 58 (62) 66 (70) sts.  

Cast off for armholes in both 

sides, every other row (1,1,1) 

1,1,1 (1,1,1) 2,1,1,1 (2,1,1,1) 

sts = (48) 52 (56) 56 (60) sts.  

When armhole measures (20) 21 

(22) 23 (24) cm place the centre 

(22) 22 (24) 24 (24) sts onto a 

st holder for neckline and finish 

each side separately.  

Cast off shoulder sts on every 

row from the side of the 

armholes (6,7) 7,8 (8,8) 8,8 

(9,9) sts. 

Work the other side in same 

manner, only mirrored. 

 

Front:  

= (54) 58 (62) 66 (70) sts.  

Cast off for armholes in the same 

manner as on the back = (48) 52 

(56) 56 (60) sts. When the 

armhole measures (13) 14 (15) 

16 (17) cm, place the centre (14) 

14 (16) 16 (16) sts onto a st 

holder for collar and finish each 

side separately. Cast off along 

the neckline every other row 

2,1,1 sts.  

Cast off the shoulder sts at the 

same length and in the same 

manner as on the back. Work the 

other side in same manner, only 

mirrored.  

 

Sleeves:  

Cast on and join (32) 36 (36) 40 

(40) sts on double pointed 

needles 6 mm. Work 4 cm rib 

[k2, p2] and at the same time 

dec on the last round evenly 

spaced to (30) 32 (34) 36 (36) 

sts. Change to double pointed 

needles 7 mm. Place a marker 

around the first and last st of the 

round = marker sts. 

Work st st at the same time 

when work measures (10) 8 (8) 

7 (7) cm, inc 1 st on both sides 

of the marker st. Repeat the inc 

every (5) 4 (4) 4 (3½) cm a total 

of (8) 9 (9) 10 (11) times = (46) 

50 (52) 56 (58) sts.  

Continue until the sleeve 

measures 49 cm or desired 

length. Cast off 6 sts mid under 

sleeve and continue back and 

forth. Cast off for sleeve cap in 

both sides every other row 

(2,1,1,1,1,1,2,3,4) 

2,1,1,1,1,1,1,2,3,4 

(2,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,3) 

2,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3 

(2,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3) sts.  

Cast off the remaining (8) 10 (10) 

10 (12) sts.  

Work another sleeve in the same 

manner. 

  

Finishing:  

Sew tog shoulders. 

Collar: knit up approx (76) 76 

(80) 80 (80) sts around the 

neckline on needles 6 mm (The 

number of sts must be a multiple 

of 4). 

Work 17 cm rib [k2, p2], but 

change to needles 7 mm when 

the rib measures 9 cm. Cast off 

in rib. Sew in sleeves. 
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